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Dynamic Spectrum Reservation for CR Networks
in the Presence of Channel Failures:

Channel Allocation and Reliability Analysis
Indika A. M. Balapuwaduge, Member, IEEE, Frank Y. Li, Senior Member, IEEE, and Vicent Pla

Abstract—Providing channel access opportunities for new
service requests and guaranteeing continuous connections for
ongoing flows until service completion are two challenges for
service provisioning in wireless networks. Channel failures, which
are typically caused by hardware and software failures or/and
by intrinsic instability in radio transmissions, can easily result in
network performance degradation. In cognitive radio networks
(CRNs), secondary transmissions are inherently vulnerable to
connection breaks due to licensed users’ arrivals as well as chan-
nel failures. To explore the advantages of channel reservation on
performance improvement in error-prone channels, we propose
and analyze a dynamic channel reservation (DCR) algorithm
and a dynamic spectrum access (DSA) scheme with three access
privilege variations. The key idea of the DCR algorithm is
to reserve a dynamically adjustable number of channels for
the interrupted services to maintain service retainability for
ongoing users or to enhance channel availability for new users.
Furthermore, the DCR algorithm is embedded in the DSA scheme
enabling spectrum access of primary and secondary users with
different access privileges based on access flexibility for licensed
shared access. The performance of such a CRN in the presence of
homogeneous and heterogeneous channel failures is investigated
considering different channel failure and repair rates.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio networks, dynamic channel
reservation, licensed shared access, retainability, CTMC

I. INTRODUCTION

THE current global research efforts on 5th generation
(5G) mobile communications have identified the need

for large extent improvements of accessibility and reliability
of communication services. With limited bandwidth and static
spectrum allocations, current cellular networks cannot achieve
this target unless more flexible and dynamic spectrum access is
enabled. Cognitive radio (CR) allows future wireless networks
to dynamically access the licensed spectrum without causing
interference to incumbent users [2], [3] and it is considered
as a key component in the 5G paradigm which can tackle
challenges such as ultra reliable communication (URC). In
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the context of 5G, URC refers to the provision of certain level
of communication services with high degrees of availability
and reliability [4]. Therefore performance measures related to
dependability attributes such as reliability and availability of
CR networks (CRNs) are of major importance to its successful
operation in future 5G wireless networks.

When compared with other wireless networks, CRNs are
more prone to channel access failures from the secondary
network’s point of view. It is therefore less predictable with
respect to quality of service (QoS) experienced by users. This
feature poses challenges to the provisioning of a dependable
service that meets the requirements of CR users on reliability
and availability. Traditionally, service level performance eval-
uation of CRNs has been addressed merely by considering
resource insufficiency, where the impact of wireless channel
failures and recovery has been largely overlooked partially due
to the complexity of analysis. In wireless networks, including
CRNs, a connection may fail owing to two fundamental
reasons. That is, 1) hardware failures or software malfunc-
tioning; and 2) intrinsic features in radio transmissions, such
as channel fading and shadowing [5]. Due to those failures,
the network capacity or the number of active subscribers
that the network can support may decrease and the response
time for a service request may degrade. Therefore traditional
performance models that ignore failures and recovery of
channels generally overestimate network capacity and other
performance measures.

To perform a realistic reliability analysis, it is required to
consider performance changes that are associated with channel
failures. Consequently, the goal of this paper is to study the
performance of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) together with
dynamic channel reservation (DCR) in CRNs with a focus on
the impact of channel failures and their recovery based on
the concept of licensed shared access (LSA). In LSA [6], the
incumbent users and LSA users are authorized to share the
spectrum (or part of the spectrum) in accordance with a set
of sharing rules agreed in their spectrum access agreements.
For instance, when an incumbent user makes a portion of
its spectrum available to an LSA user for a given period of
time, the incumbent user cannot interfere with the LSA user
during that period [6]. Therefore LSA relaxes the concept of
opportunistic access which does not provide any protection
for secondary network (SN) services against primary network
(PN) occupancy.

However, LSA is not the only spectrum sharing model that
has attracted attention in recent years although it is gaining
its momentum [7]. Dynamic spectrum leasing (DSL) has also
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been in the spotlight as one of the spectrum sharing models.
LSA aims at establishing a consensual sharing framework and
the sharing rules are set and applied throughout the whole
duration of the LSA agreement. In contrast, the negotiation
and the transfer of exclusive usage rights in DSL are done at
each leasing period. On the other hand, LSA is much more
compatible with existing spectrum allocations so that a legacy
network can continue to operate with minor effects from the
adopted LSA schemes [8]. Following the principles of LSA,
the proposed channel reservation algorithm can be applied over
a licensed spectrum where incumbent users are willing to share
a part of their spectrum. In this way, auctions and bidding are
not necessary in the process of channel allocation.

In a legacy CRN, a primary user (PU) always has absolute
preemptive priority for channel access while a secondary
user (SU) can only opportunistically access the idle channels.
When there are no idle channels at a given instant, a new
secondary request will simply be blocked. An ongoing SU
connection could also be dropped upon PU arrivals or channel
failures. Typically, forced termination of PU sessions has not
been considered in CRNs since ongoing PU sessions cannot
be preempted by new user arrivals. Once channel failures
occur, however, an ongoing PU session can also be terminated
before service completion [9]. Thus, channel availability and
service retainability which describe the properties of a system
from a dependability perspective are two important metrics
for performance evaluation in a CRN [10]. Note that the
dependability of a communication system is defined as its
ability to deliver services that can justifiably be trusted, when
faced with failures of their components [11], [12]. One reason
for which a system does not behave as it is specified can be,
for instance, any fault in its design, or the failure of some
of its components when facing with unpredicted changes in
the system’s environment. The theory to analyze this type
of phenomenon is known as dependability theory [13] in the
research community. Therein, retainability refers to the ability
of finishing a service completely without being terminated
before its actual end [14] and it is considered as one of the
key performance indicators, for instance in evolved UMTS
terrestrial radio access (E-UTRAN) [15].

A. Related Work

The earlier research work on CR has been largely focusing
on aspects such as spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum
access [17]. Few studies which take into account channel
failure when performing performance modeling exist. A ma-
jority of them considered system centric performance analysis
rather than an analysis from a dependability perspective. By
considering a topology in a CRN, the formation of blackholes,
i.e., explosive spreading of random failures was investigated in
[18]. Even though correlations among failures and cascading
effects are studied, the results presented in [18] are limited
to the analysis on failure statistics and network percolation.
Although heterogeneous failures of network functions were
studied in [19] when analyzing service resilience in 5G net-
works, it targeted only at cloud-based mobile networks.

A cognitive relaying scheme was proposed in [20] to en-
hance the PU and SU performance in the event of transmission

failures. However, the failures of links are assumed to be
with a constant probability. Although the secondary throughput
maximization was a main target in [20], the forced termination
of ongoing connections was not investigated therein. Instead,
forced termination and blocking probability analyses were
conducted in [21] considering both resource insufficiency and
link unreliability. However, the traffic model considered in [21]
is a multi-cellular system and the analysis does not directly
apply to CRNs with reserved channels. A model for file
transfer over an unreliable channel was considered in [22] by
taking into account of interruptions during file transfers due to
server failures. However, the analysis in [22] was performed
for file fragmentation and no analytical or simulation results
were presented.

In addition, a few recent studies considered also channel
reservation mechanisms which are applicable to CRNs. Chan-
nel reservation policies have been proposed for improving
spectrum utilization in CRNs by considering both PUs and
SUs. In [23], a PU based channel reservation policy is applied
to a CRN where a suitable number of channels are initially
reserved for PUs. As long as the CRN has available reserved
channels, the PUs cannot occupy the unreserved channels.
However, the probability of forced SU terminations may
not decrease substantially since ongoing SU services in the
unreserved band can still be terminated if the whole reserved
band is occupied. Another DCR scheme was proposed in [24]
to reduce forced termination probability while minimizing the
increase of blocking probability. Since the reserved channels
can also be occupied, forced terminations of SU services in
the non-reserved band may not be decreased adequately [24].
As a solution to this problem, we proposed a static channel
reservation (SCR) scheme in [1] which solely targeted on
retainability. However, static reservation generally leads to
lower channel availability for CRs.

This paper is motivated by the aforementioned interesting
previous studies. However, the work presented in this paper
is distinct from those related studies with respect to mainly
four aspects. First, the proposed channel reservation scheme
dynamically adjusts the number of reserved channels and it
targets at minimizing forced terminations for both ongoing PU
and SU services. Second, both PUs and SUs can access the
reserved band in the proposed scheme. A common assumption
in many previous studies on DCR in CRNs is that the reserved
spectrum is occupied exclusively by the SUs or the PUs.
This type of reservation would lead to considerably reduced
spectrum utilization in the network. In contrast, our approach
provides higher flexibility for channel access upon a sudden
increase of spectrum demand of the PN or the SN. Third,
random failures of channels are also considered to obtain
more realistic results of performance metrics. We study also
the heterogeneity of failures which appears more often in
real-life wireless networks. Fourth, the performance of those
schemes is investigated from the perspective of dependability
theory. This is because the terminology related to QoS of
telecommunication services has been defined in the ITU-T
E.800 Recommendation [25] based on the dependability the-
ory. Correspondingly, the definitions of dependability metrics
used in this study conform with the ITU recommendations.
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Fig. 1. A CRN with a centralized architecture enabling channel reservation.

B. PU/SU Spectrum Sharing and Access Privilege Revisited

Traditionally, the spectrum access privilege in an overlay
CRN has been given exclusively to PUs. With this concept,
SUs can only access the idle channels in an opportunistic man-
ner by applying various techniques such as precise spectrum
sensing and dynamic channel access. Recently, a novel concept
which allows spectrum sharing of PUs and SUs has emerged
for the purpose of better QoS provisioning to SUs [26]. For
instance, the EU radio spectrum policy group (RSPG) has
defined the concept of LSA which allows incumbent license
users share their spectrum via supplementary, dynamically,
or over long-term spectrum sharing solutions with SUs in
order to ensure predictable QoS, as described in [6]. In
the US, the FCC is also promoting the citizens broadband
radio service which allows shared spectrum access among
PUs and SUs at the 3.5 GHz radio band through priority
access licenses (PAL) and general authorized access (GAA)
while still protecting authorized access of PUs [27], [28].
To enable PU and SU spectrum sharing, various techniques
including spectrum leasing [29] and channel reservation [30]
can be employed. Based on these observations, we design an
LSA-oriented DSA scheme with channel reservation which
guarantees PU’s access privilege in the non-reserved band
while protecting ongoing services in the reserved band.

C. Contributions

In brief, the contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows.
• A DSA scheme which enables dynamic channel reser-

vations and spectrum access in a multi-channel CRN is
proposed based on the concept of LSA. Three variations
of this scheme are studied with different PU access
priority privileges in the reserved channels.

• A DCR algorithm which can dynamically adjust the
number of reserved channels is proposed and it is in-
corporated with the DSA scheme. Two working modes
are proposed in the DCR algorithm targeting at either
maintaining service retainability or enhancing channel
availability respectively.

• The combined effect of random channel failures and
resource insufficiency is investigated while considering
both homogeneous and heterogeneous channel failures
when evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme.

• A continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) model is
developed to evaluate the system performance of both
primary and secondary networks. Three dependability
metrics including channel availability, service retainabil-
ity and network unserviceable probability are derived
based on the CTMC model. Furthermore, simulations are

N1 N2 N3  . NM-R

Reserved channels for 

forcibly terminated services

Reserved bandNon-reserved band

R-CRNN-CRN

R1  . RR

Fig. 2. Reserved (R-CRN) and non-reserved (N-CRN) channel assignment,
where Ni, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M − R} represents the channels in the N-CRN
and Rj , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , R} represents the channels in the R-CRN.

performed to validate the correctness and the preciseness
of the derived analytical models.

• Based on different performance requirements and con-
ditions, another algorithm that can identify the optimal
upper bound for the number of reserved channels in a
CRN is proposed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. An
overview of the network scenario and the modeling assump-
tions are presented in Section II. In Section III, we introduce
an algorithm which performs DCR and incorporate them with
a DSA scheme for a CRN with error-prone channels. In
Section IV, CTMC models are developed and the expressions
for performance metrics are deduced. The performance of the
PN and the SN is investigated under homogeneous and hetero-
geneous channel failures in Sections V and VI respectively. An
algorithm to find the optimal number of reserved channels is
proposed in Section VII. In Section VIII, two additional levels
of PN access privilege (full and partial priority) are studied.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IX.

II. NETWORK SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this study, an infrastructure-based CRN architecture that
has a centralized network entity, such as a base station as
illustrated in Fig. 1, is considered. It comprises two types of
networks: the PN and the SN with multiple PUs and SUs. The
central controller exerts control over all CR users within its
transmission range. The CR users perform their observations
and analysis on radio environments and feed these facts back to
the central controller. It is the central controller which makes
decision on spectrum availability and spectrum allocation.
Moreover, the CRN may apply a common control channel for
channel reservation and allocation. For analysis simplicity, the
protocol overhead is not included in our models.

Consider a PN operating on M ∈ Z+ equal capacity
channels, where Z+ is a set of positive integers. The SN
opportunistically accesses and reuses the licensed spectrum
allocated to the PN. As already mentioned, channels are prone
to different kinds of failures which could interrupt ongoing
communication sessions. In order to avoid forced terminations,
a certain, typically small, number of channels are reserved.
Those reserved channels can only be accessed by the SU and
PU services that are interrupted due to channel failures or the
preempted SU services upon new PU arrivals. As depicted in
Fig. 2, R ∈ Z+ out of M channels are reserved. The set of
reserved channels is denoted as R-CRN whereas the set of
non-reserved channels is denoted as N-CRN.

The number of channels that can be reserved to the R-
CRN, i.e., R, is dynamically adjustable depending on ongoing
channel occupancy status. However, to enforce a certain degree
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of fairness between the newly arrived users and ongoing
users, we define an upper bound Rmax on the total number
of channels that can be reserved, i.e., R ≤ Rmax, where
Rmax ∈ Z+. It is worth mentioning that the set of channels
allocated to the N-CRN or R-CRN does not necessarily have to
be contiguous. For the ease of presentation, R-CRN channels
are shown as a contiguous band in Fig. 2. In the next
section, we discuss the methodology adopted for adjusting R
under different conditions of the network. In our analysis, the
following assumptions are made as the basis for developing
the analytical model presented in Section IV.
• The arrivals of services are Poisson processes with

rates λP and λS for PU and SU services respectively.
Moreover, the service times for PU and SU services
are exponentially distributed, with corresponding service
rates per channel µP and µS respectively.

• The on-time duration (during which the channel is work-
ing properly until a failure occurs) of a channel is
exponentially distributed with a failure rate per channel
λF in both N-CRN and R-CRN. Moreover, we assume
that both occupied and idle channels are prone to failures.

• Targeted at performing a steady-state analysis, the repair
time of a failed channel in both N-CRN and R-CRN
is considered to be exponentially distributed [31], with
a repair rate per channel µR. Moreover, multiple failed
channels can be repaired simultaneously.

• The sensing and spectrum handoff (if necessary) latency
is negligible in comparison with the time between two
consecutive service events.

III. THE PROPOSED DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS
SCHEME AND DCR ALGORITHM

The proposed DSA scheme includes a channel reservation
and adjustment procedure and a channel allocation procedure
upon six distinct events: PU/SU arrivals, PU/SU departures,
channel failures and channel recovery. For channel reservation,
a DCR algorithm which determines the required number of
reserved channels in the R-CRN is proposed. The proposed
DCR algorithm works with two working modes. One of these
working modes needs to be selected in order to adjust the
number of reserved channels prior to channel allocation to
the new users. Herein, we explain the DCR algorithm before
presenting the proposed channel allocation scheme.

A. Dynamic Channel Reservation Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is designed with two different

working modes considering distinct reliability aspects: service
retainability and channel availability. The ongoing traffic load
is taken as the basis for determining R in Algorithm 1. In this
study, the ongoing traffic load, Φ, is calculated as the ratio
between the number of ongoing PU and SU services in the
whole CRN and the number of operational channels (see Line
1 of Algorithm 1). Note that an operational channel indicates
a channel that is not in a failed state and each operational
channel can be either occupied or idle.

The design principle for resource reservation in the R-
CRN with respect to the two working modes in the proposed
algorithm is explained as follows.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic channel reservation (DCR) algo-
rithm with two working modes.

Input: M : Total number of channels in the whole CRN
Input: in : Total number of channels occupied by PUs in the N-CRN
Input: jn : Total number of channels occupied by SUs in the N-CRN
Input: ir : Total number of channels occupied by PUs in the R-CRN
Input: jr : Total number of channels occupied by SUs in the R-CRN
Input: f : Total number of failed channels in the whole CRN
Input: Rmax : The upper bound of the number of reserved channels
Input: ai : ak+1 < ak < . . . < ai < . . . < a1 < a0; 0 < ai < 1,

i = 1, . . . , k; k ∈ Z+; a0 = 1, ak+1 = 0
Output: R : The allowable number of reserved channels that will be

allocated to the R-CRN
[1] Calculate Φ = (in + jn + ir + jr)/(M − f)
[2] Calculate NAvail =M − (in + jn + ir + jr + f)
[3] Calculate NR = ir + jr
[4] for i = 0 : 1 : k do
[5] if (ai+1 ≤ Φ < ai) then
[6] traffic load level= i
[7] break;
[8] end
[9] end

[10] Select a working mode: Working mode = 1 intends to enhance the
retainability of ongoing services while Working mode = 2 increases
channel availability for new users.

[11] if Working mode = 1 then
[12] R′ = Rmax−traffic load level
[13] end
[14] if Working mode = 2 then
[15] R′ = Rmax − (k−traffic load level)
[16] end
[17] R′ = max{R′, NR}: R′ ∈ Z+ is a local variable which is created to

store the selected value of R where 0 ≤ R′ ≤ Rmax

[18] R = min{NAvail +NR, R
′}

1) Working mode 1 intends to maintain and enhance the
retainability of ongoing services in the CRN subject to
the channel reservation constraint Rmax and the ongoing
traffic load. To improve retainability, working mode 1
allocates a higher number of channels to the R-CRN
when the ongoing traffic load becomes heavier. This
is reasonable from the retainability perspective since
forced terminations are more likely to occur at a higher
traffic load.

2) Conversely, resource reservation in the R-CRN in work-
ing mode 2 is performed for the purpose of reducing
blocking probability of new users. In other words, the
improvement of channel availability for new users is
of most interest in this case. Accordingly when the
ongoing traffic load is higher, the network reserves fewer
channels to the R-CRN in working mode 2.

Hereafter, we refer to working mode 1 and working mode 2
in short as mode 1 and mode 2 respectively. In both working
modes, the ongoing traffic load is characterized by k+1 levels,
where k ∈ Z+. To distinguish these levels, k configurable
parameters, a1, a2, . . . , ak are required as input parameters to
Algorithm 1 such that 0 < ak < ak−1 < · · · < a2 < a1 < 1.
For instance, consider a scenario with k = 2. The ongoing
traffic load is characterized by three levels as high, medium
and low traffic levels. Accordingly, we may configure a1 =
0.70 and a2 = 0.35. Therefore, the high, medium and low
traffic loads indicate that Φ ≥ 0.7, 0.35 ≤ Φ < 0.7 and
Φ < 0.35 respectively.

The basic channel reservation procedure is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. Recall that Algorithm 1 is run prior to channel
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allocation upon PU and SU service arrivals. As the initial step,
the ongoing traffic load, Φ, is calculated on Line 1 and then a
corresponding traffic load level is determined. If Φ is higher,
mode 1 tends to allocate a larger value of R, i.e., a value
closer to Rmax. However, once the traffic load decreases, the
parameter, traffic load level increases; thus, mode 1 assigns
a smaller value of R as indicated at Line 12. By allocating
narrower spectrum to the R-CRN at low traffic loads, it is
able to avoid spectrum under-utilization of the reserved band.
Otherwise, the allocation of additional channels to the R-
CRN will not really help much to decrease the rate of forced
terminations at low traffic loads.

Unlike in mode 1, mode 2 assigns a lower value of R
if the traffic load increases, as indicated in Line 15. This
is for the purpose of increasing channel access opportunity
for new users. On the other hand, when the current traffic
load falls within lower traffic levels, mode 2 tends to allocate
a higher value of R, i.e., closer to Rmax. With appropriate
configurations of parameters ai, spectrum under-utilization can
be minimized.

To avoid spectrum handover of ongoing services from the
R-CRN to the N-CRN and to keep the value of R′ positive,
the algorithm selects the maximum value between R′ and NR
as indicated in Line 17. Here NR is the number of ongoing
services in the R-CRN. In this study, spectrum handover from
the R-CRN to the N-CRN is not enabled according to the
reservation criterion. The last line of the algorithm inspects
the availability of idle channels in the CRN in order to adjust
the reserved band according to the value of R′ obtained in
Line 17 and to determine an appropriate value for R.

The selection of an appropriate working mode depends on
channel failure and recovery rates, the QoS requirements of
the PN and the SN, as well as the arrival rates of users. For in-
stance, when most of the SUs demand low forced termination
probability while operating in error-prone channels, mode 1
would be recommended.

B. Dynamic Spectrum Access Scheme

In the following, we provide an overview of the proposed
DSA scheme which is operated along with the DCR algorithm
proposed above. In this subsection, we focus solely on the first
variation in which the reserved channels could be allocated
only to the interrupted services to avoid forced terminations.
That is, with this variation, a newly arrived service will not
be assigned to the R-CRN no matter it is a PU or an SU.
The reason for applying such a restriction is due to the fact
that maintaining a higher retainability level for established
connections is one main QoS requirement. The first variation
of the proposed DSA channel access scheme is explained
below upon the occurrence of six events. The scheme with
those six events is partly illustrated in a flow chart in Fig. 3.
The step where the operation of the DCR algorithm is required
is shown by the process block X in the flow chart.

1) PU arrival: First, the DCR algorithm presented in
Subsection III-A is run to determine the corresponding R and
adjust the R-CRN accordingly. If there is an idle channel in the
N-CRN, a newly arrived PU will commence transmission on
that idle channel. In case where the whole N-CRN is occupied,
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Fig. 3. Flow chart illustration of the proposed DSA scheme in part.

one of the SU services in the N-CRN is interrupted. It performs
spectrum handover to a vacant channel in the R-CRN and a
channel is released for access by the new PU. This interrupted
SU service is allowed to access the R-CRN since it is subject
to a forced termination upon the PU arrival. As mentioned
earlier, the channels in the R-CRN are exclusively reserved
for the ongoing services which are interrupted and cannot find
another channel in the N-CRN. If the interrupted SU service
cannot find an idle channel in the R-CRN, it is forced to
terminate. When all operational channels in the N-CRN are
occupied by PUs, a new PU request will be blocked.

2) SU arrival: The same as performed in PU arrivals, the
system adjusts the number of channels in the N-CRN and the
R-CRN by adopting Algorithm 1. Upon an SU arrival, the
system will allocate an idle channel to the new SU from the
N-CRN if it exists. If all operational channels in the N-CRN
are occupied either by PUs or/and SUs, the new SU request is
blocked without considering the channel availability in the R-
CRN. Since PUs have priority over the channels in the N-CRN,
a newly arrived SU cannot preempt other ongoing services.

3) PU departure: No handover actions are performed after
a departure of PU services from the N-CRN or the R-CRN.
The reasons are as follows. If an ongoing SU in the R-CRN
was handed over to the N-CRN upon a service departure
in the N-CRN, the channel occupancy of the N-CRN would
increase. As a result, the blocking probability of SUs would
increase since newly incoming SUs can only access the N-
CRN. Moreover, such a handover process would lead to
additional control traffic in the network. Considering those two
reasons, plus the additional complexity needed in our CTMC
model, we do not consider handovers from the R-CRN to the
N-CRN in the design of the proposed DSA scheme.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart illustration of the proposed DSA scheme when a currently
occupied channel failed: PU priority variation I.

4) SU departure: Similar to the above mentioned PU
departure event, no channel adjustment is required after the
departure of an SU service. The network keeps ongoing
services in the R-CRN so that they can complete their services
in the reserved band without performing spectrum handover
back to the N-CRN.

5) Channel failure: If an idle channel in the N-CRN or R-
CRN failed, the number of available channels in the network
is accordingly decreased by one. However, when an occupied
channel in the N-CRN or R-CRN fails, a spectrum handover
procedure may be required, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Upon a
failure of an already occupied channel, the handover process
is performed based on the priority level assignment for PU
and SU services in the N-CRN and the R-CRN. In this initial
variation of the DSA scheme, the ongoing PU services in the
R-CRN are considered as the highest priority class while the
SU services in the R-CRN are considered as the second highest
priority class. The PU and SU services in the N-CRN are
regarded as the third and fourth priority classes respectively.
Let PL(s) denote the priority level assigned to a service
type, s. Accordingly, PL(PUR−CRN ) > PL(SUR−CRN ) >
PL(PUN−CRN ) > PL(SUN−CRN ) where PL(PUR−CRN )
denotes the priority level of an PU service in the R-CRN and
so on. Since the ongoing SU services in the reserved band
are considered to have higher priority than the PU services in
the N-CRN, the PU services in the N-CRN cannot preempt an
SU service in the R-CRN upon a channel failure. Moreover,
this priority level assignment is independent of the selected
working mode of the DCR algorithm.

However, it is worth mentioning that other PU access
priorities may apply when a channel failure occurs. Later on

in Section VIII, we propose two other variations of the DSA
scheme which give full and partial priority to PUs respectively.
In these variations of the DSA scheme, a higher priority is
assigned to the PUs in both the R-CRN and the N-CRN.

6) Channel repair: Once a failed channel is re-established
to its normal conditions and ready for carrying services, it
is said that the channel is repaired or recovered. However,
as operational channels, ongoing services do not perform
spectrum handover when a failed channel is recovered. Note
that R is not adjusted upon channel failures or recoveries.

IV. CTMC MODELING AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

We model the considered network and the proposed DSA
scheme (variation I) using a Markov chain, with continu-
ous time and discrete states. Let S be the set of feasible
states in the CTMC model. The states of the CTMC model
corresponding to the DSA scheme are represented by x =
(in, jn, ir, jr, f) where in and jn denote the number of PU
and SU services in the N-CRN, ir and jr denote the number
of those services in the R-CRN respectively and f denotes
the number of failed channels in the whole CRN. The total
numbers of occupied channels in the N-CRN and the R-
CRN for a given state x are denoted by Bn(x) and Br(x)
respectively, i.e., Bn(x) = in + jn and Br(x) = ir + jr.
Moreover, denote the sum of occupied plus failed channels in
the whole CRN as B(x), i.e., B(x) = Bn(x) + Br(x) + f .
Therefore, the number of idle channels in state x can be
obtained as M − B(x). Note that the number of reserved
channels in state x is denoted as R(x). The state transition
rates associated with different events are summarized with
different conditions in Table I. The transitions and transition
rates mentioned in this table constitute the transition rate
matrixQ. Let π(x) denote the steady state probability of being
in state x. The steady state probabilities of each state can be
calculated according to

πQ = 0,
∑
x∈S

π(x) = 1, (1)

where π is the steady state probability vector and 0 is a row
vector of all 0’s. In the following, we derive mathematical
expressions to analyze performance metrics of the CRN.

A. Capacity

In this study, capacity is defined as the rate of service
completions, i.e., the average number of service completions
per time unit. Let ρP and ρS be the capacity of PU and SU
services respectively. Correspondingly, we obtain

ρP =
∑
x∈S

(in + ir)µPπ(x), (2)

ρS =
∑
x∈S

(jn + jr)µSπ(x). (3)

B. Channel Availability

Once all channels in a CRN are occupied at a given instant,
a new user request will simply be blocked and the CRN is
said to be unavailable for new users. Thus, channel availability
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TABLE I
TRANSITIONS FROM A GENERIC STATE x = (in, jn, ir, jr, f) OF THE DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS SCHEME UPON

PU/SU EVENTS AND CHANNEL FAILURES AND REPAIRS: PU PRIORITY VARIATION I.

Event Destination State Tran. rate Conditions
1. PU AR. A vacant channel exists
in the N-CRN. (in + 1, jn, ir, jr, f) λP

There exists at least one vacant channel in
the N-CRN, i.e., Bn(x) < M −R(x).

2. PU AR. No vacant channel ex-
ists in the N-CRN. SUN performs
handover to the R-CRN.

(in + 1, jn − 1, ir, jr + 1, f) λP
Bn(x) = M − R(x); jn > 0;Br(x) <
R(x).

3. PU AR. An SUN is forced to
terminate. (in + 1, jn − 1, ir, jr, f) λP Bn(x) =M −R(x); jn > 0;B(x) =M.

4. SU AR. A vacant channel exists
in the N-CRN. (in, jn + 1, ir, jr, f) λS Bn(x) < M −R(x);B(x) < M.

5. PU DP from the N-CRN. (in − 1, jn, ir, jr, f) inµP
There is at least one PU service in the N-
CRN, i.e., in > 0.

6. PU DP from the R-CRN. (in, jn, ir − 1, jr, f) irµP ir > 0.

7. SU DP from the N-CRN. (in, jn − 1, ir, jr, f) jnµS jn > 0.

8. SU DP from the R-CRN. (in, jn, ir, jr − 1, f) jrµS jr > 0.

9. Idle channel failure. (in, jn, ir, jr, f + 1) (M −B(x))λF
There is at least one idle channel in the CRN,
i.e., B(x) < M.

10. An occupied channel fails. An
idle channel exists in the CRN. (in, jn, ir, jr, f + 1) (B(x)− f)λF f < B(x) < M.

11. An occupied channel fails. No
idle channels exist in the CRN. An
SUN is forced to terminate.

(in, jn − 1, ir, jr, f + 1) (M − f)λF B(x) =M ; jn > 0

12. An occupied channel fails. No
idle channels exist in the CRN. A
PUN is forced to terminate†.

(in − 1, jn, ir, jr, f + 1) (M − f)λF B(x) =M ; jn = 0; in > 0.

13. An occupied channel fails. No
idle channels exist in the CRN. An
SUR is forced to terminate.

(in, jn, ir, jr − 1, f + 1) (M − f)λF B(x) =M ;Bn(x) = 0; jr > 0.

14. An occupied channel fails. No
idle channels exist in the CRN. A
PUR is forced to terminate.

(in, jn, ir − 1, jr, f + 1) (M − f)λF B(x) =M ;Bn(x) = jr = 0; ir > 0.

15. A failed channel is repaired. (in, jn, ir, jr, f − 1) fµR f > 0.

The notations AR and DP indicate an arrival event and a departure event respectively. An SU service and a PU service in the
N-CRN are denoted as SUN and PUN respectively. An SU service and a PU service in the R-CRN are denoted as SUR and PUR
respectively.

†This event happens only when there are no SUs in the N-CRN (condition jn = 0). If there is at least one SU service in the N-CRN, the PU is not terminated. This follows
from the priority rule PL(PUN−CRN ) > PL(SUN−CRN ). Moreover, the network does not need to check the existence of any ongoing SU services in the R-CRN before
terminating the PU in the N-CRN. This is because of the priority rule PL(SUR−CRN ) > PL(PUN−CRN ) according to PU priority variation I of the DSA scheme.

based measurements are of importance for both PUs and SUs
when performing channel access in a CRN [32]. In this paper,
channel availability for PU or SU services is defined as the
probability that the CRN will allocate a channel to a new
PU or SU arrival without blocking the request. Blocking of
a new PU service occurs when all the operational channels in
the N-CRN are occupied by PUs. Let AP denote the channel
availability of PU services. We obtain

AP = 1−
∑
x∈S

(B(x)=M or Bn(x)=M−R(x)); jn=0

π(x). (4)

Moreover, an SU service request will be blocked if all the
operational channels in the N-CRN are occupied by PUs
or/and SUs. Therefore, the channel availability of SU services
can be obtained by

AS = 1−
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M or Bn(x)=M−R(x)

π(x). (5)

Accordingly, the blocking probabilities of PU and SU

services, denoted as PBP and PBS respectively, are obtained as

PBP = 1−AP and (6)

PBS = 1−AS . (7)

C. Retainability

A session-oriented service often explicitly measures the
probability that a session delivers service with an acceptable
level of quality until the session terminates [33].

1) Retainability definition: Retainability is defined as the
probability that a connection, once established, will operate
within the specified transmission quality without interruption
for a given time interval [25]. Mathematically, the retainability
of a service, θ, is expressed as

θ = 1− PF (8)

where PF is the forced termination probability of that service.
2) Retainability of the SN: The probability of forced termi-

nation represents the probability that an ongoing SU service
in the network is forced to terminate before its communication
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is finished [34]. Note that when considering random channel
failures, forced terminations could happen to both SU and PU
services. The forced termination probability of SUs, PSF , can
be expressed as the ratio between the mean forced termination
rate of SU services, PSER , and the effective rate in which a
new SU service is assigned a channel, ΛS [34]. Denote the
rate of forced terminations of SUs due to PU arrivals as RS .
Then we have

RS = λP
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M ; jn>0

π(x). (9)

In addition, ongoing SU services can also be terminated
upon a channel failure when all other channels in the CRN
are busy. Denote the rate of forced terminations of SUs due
to channel failures as R

′

S . It is obtained by

R
′

S = λF
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M ;
((jn>0) or (Bn(x)=0; jr>0))

(M − f)π(x). (10)

Since the effective rate in which a new SU service is
assigned a channel is ΛS = ASλS , we have PFS =

RS+R
′
S

ΛS
.

Correspondingly, the retainability of SU services, θS , can be
expressed as

θS = 1−
(
RS +R

′

S

ΛS

)
. (11)

3) Retainability of the PN: Similarly, the forced termination
probability of PU services due to channel failures, PFP , can
be expressed as

PFP = (RP +R
′

P )/ΛP , (12)

where R
′

P and ΛP are given by

R
′

P = λF
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M ;
((jn=0; in>0) or (Bn(x)=0; jr=0; ir>0))

(M − f)π(x)

(13)
and ΛP = APλP respectively. Note that RP , which denotes
the forced termination rate of PUs due to new user arrivals,
always equals zero since none of the ongoing PUs can be
terminated due to the arrivals of new users. Therefore, the
retainability of PU services, θP , is given by

θP = 1− R
′

P

ΛP
. (14)

D. Network Unserviceable Probability (NUP)
While an individual analysis of the blocking probability

helps us to estimate the channel occupancy status of the
network with respect to network resources, an individual
analysis of the forced termination probability determines the
retainability of the services. However, none of them alone is
able to evaluate the overall satisfaction of the network from a
user’s point of view. More specifically, to complete a requested
service successfully, the service should neither be blocked
upon its arrival nor be terminated before its completion.
Therefore, the proportion of services that can be completed
successfully is an important metric to be evaluated.

Network unserviceable probability, which reflects this met-
ric, is an uncharted item in CRN research. From the viewpoint
of users in the network, the service can be accomplished only
if the network provides a connection when it is required and
as long as it is required [35]. Thus the considered CRN is
unserviceable if either of the following conditions happens:

1) No channel is available upon a service arrival due to
failed channels and/or traffic congestion;

2) The channel allocated for the connection failed before
the session is finished due to channel failures (for both
PUs and SUs) or PU arrivals (for SUs only).

Accordingly, the NUP for SU services, QS , can be defined
as the probability that an SU service cannot be completed
successfully. It is obtained by calculating the ratio between the
rate of service completions and the rate of arrivals as follows:

QS = 1− (Prob. of successfully finishing an SU service),

= 1− λS(1− PBS )(1− PFS )

λS
,

= PBS + PFS − PBS PFS . (15)

Note that 1− PBS represents the probability that a new SU
request is admitted to the network and 1 − PFS represents
the probability that an ongoing SU flow could finish its ser-
vice successfully. These two probabilities together decide the
probability of successfully initiating and completing a service.
From (15), it is clear that both blocking probability and forced
termination probability are reflected when evaluating the NUP
performance. Similarly, the NUP for PU services, denoted as
QP , can be derived as follows.

QP = PBP + PFP − PBP PFP . (16)

Generally speaking, the lower the NUP, the better the net-
work performance. Moreover, there is a tradeoff between
channel availability and service retainability when performing
the proposed DCR algorithm. That is, a larger R reduces
channel availability for newly arrived users but leads to higher
retainability for ongoing services. Therefore, deriving such a
metric, i.e., the NUP which can evaluate the joint effect of
those performance measures, will help us better understand
the overall performance of the proposed DCR algorithm.

V. NETWORK PERFORMANCE UNDER HOMOGENEOUS
CHANNEL FAILURES

In this section, we provide numerical results to investigate
the impact of channel failures and traffic conditions on the
defined performance metrics considering that there is only one
type of channel failure. The default values of the network
configuration are listed in Table II unless otherwise stated.
Four traffic load levels are considered when calculating R.
Correspondingly, we configure a1 = 0.75, a2 = 0.50 and
a3 = 0.25 in Algorithm 1. Note that the number of channels
allocated to the R-CRN in the SCR scheme is denoted as R
in the presented numerical results. The curves representing
Without channel reservation in this section are obtained by
configuring R = 0.

For homogeneous channels, we configure the channel failure
rate as 0.05 failure per time unit by default for most results
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS IN THE CTMC AND VALUE CONFIGURATION

Symbol Description Default Value
M Total number of channels in the

CRN
8

Rmax Upper bound of number of reserved
channels in DCR

2 or 4

R Number of reserved channels 2 (for SCR); variable (for
DCR and decided by Alg. I)

λP , λS PU and SU arrival rates 5 services per unit of time
µP , µS PU and SU service rates per channel 2 services per unit of time
λF Failure rate of channels 0.05 failures per unit of

time
µR Repair rate per channel 1.0 repairs per unit of time
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Fig. 5. Capacity achieved by SUs as a function of the PU arrival rate.

illustrated in this section. Other values of λF are also studied
in a few figures. With λF = 0.05, a low failure rate is targeted
in comparison with the arrival rates of PU and SU services. For
instance, when the PU arrival rate is 10 flows per time unit, on
average a channel failure occurs every 200 PU arrivals. This
is a reasonable configuration, meaning that the termination of
a service upon a channel failure does not occur frequently.
On the other hand, the channel should be repaired at a much
higher rate in order to maintain a sufficiently high level of
user satisfaction once channel failure occurs. Therefore, a
repair rate of µR = 1.0 per time unit is configured for our
performance evaluation.

A. Capacity of the PN and the SN

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we plot the achieved capacity for the
SN and the PN respectively as a function of the PU arrival
rate considering both working modes in the DCR algorithm
with different configurations of Rmax, given that λF = 0.05.
From Fig. 5, we notice that, if the PU arrival rate, λP , is low,
the capacity of the SN decreases when channel reservation is
adopted, no matter a static or a dynamic reservation scheme
is adopted. Generally speaking, when a certain amount of
spectrum is reserved, fewer channels are available for new
users, leading to lower SU capacity. The situation changes
when more PUs become active, i.e., with a higher λP .

At a lower λP , an SU service is unlikely to be terminated
forcibly and consequently the reserved channels are rarely
accessed. On the other hand, the incoming SU services cannot
access the R-CRN although there are vacant channels in
the reserved band, regardless of the working mode adopted.
Therefore, most of the reserved channels are under-utilized and
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Fig. 6. Capacity achieved by PUs as a function of the PU arrival rate. The
dashed lines represent the results obtained by simulations.

this fact leads to capacity degradation compared with the case
without channel reservation. Furthermore, at a higher λP , the
forced termination probability of SUs increases and some of
the interrupted services will get channel access opportunities in
the reserved band to continue their services until completion.
Consequently the capacity of the SN with DCR is increased
compared with the case without channel reservation. There-
fore, it is interesting to investigate under which conditions
a network needs channel reservation as well as under which
conditions this is not needed. Accordingly, we can conclude
that the advantage of DCR over the scheme without channel
reservation in terms of the achieved SU capacity is evident
when λP > 9.5 for mode 1 and when λP > 7 for mode 2, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6(a) shows the capacity of the PN as λP varies.
The performance diversity of the proposed working modes
is shown more clearly in this figure. It is observed that the
capacity achieved in the PN becomes higher in mode 2 than in
mode 1 due to the following reasons. The number of reserved
channels, R, in mode 1 is increased when the ongoing traffic
load in the network rises as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). In contrast,
mode 2 reserves a lower value of R with an increasing traffic
load. This is because that, for a given high value of λP , the
network allocates a comparatively larger number of channels
to the R-CRN in mode 1 than in mode 2. Consequently, new
PUs lose channel access opportunities in mode 1, leading to
a capacity reduction when compared with mode 2. However,
the PU capacity loss is less than 3% for an SU retainability
increase of 20% when λP = 8. Therefore, PUs’ performance
degradation is not that significant in comparison with the
retainability gain achieved in the SN. To explore how this PU
capacity loss can be minimized, we propose in Section VIII
two other variations of the DSA scheme which give PU higher
access privilege in the R-CRN.

Let us further analyze the SU capacity in Fig. 5. It is
shown that mode 2 can outperform mode 1 only if λP < 13.
Again, this is due to the priority consideration for channel
access opportunities between new SU requests and ongoing
SU services. In other words, when the traffic arrival rate is
low, mode 2 serves better since it opens more opportunities
for new arrivals. At higher arrival rates, mode 1 is preferred
since it protects ongoing services. Moreover, at higher arrival
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Fig. 7. Retainability of SU services as a function of the PU arrival rate. The
dashed lines represent the results obtained by simulations.

rates, both static and dynamic channel reservations show
better performance compared with the scheme without channel
reservation in terms of SU capacity. As already mentioned, the
provision of channel access opportunities for interrupted SU
services in both DCR and SCR at higher λP leads to increased
capacity. On the other hand, without channel reservation,
those channel access opportunities would be obtained by PUs,
leading to lower SU capacity.

Furthermore, extensive simulations have been conducted
by utilizing MATLAB to validate the correctness and the
preciseness of the obtained analytical results. For the sake of
illustration clarity, we represent simulation results by dashed
lines only in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The simulations were performed
in a similar way as presented in our previous study [34]. The
results clearly demonstrate that the results obtained from the
theoretical derivations match closely the simulation results.

B. Retainability

Let us now observe the achieved retainability by SU services
as the PU arrival rate varies for both working modes, as plotted
in Fig. 7. As shown in this figure, the retainability of services
can be increased significantly when one of the working modes
is employed in the DCR algorithm, compared with a CRN
without channel reservation. For instance, when λP = 8,
mode 1 or mode 2 based DCR improves retainability by
approximately 20% and 10% respectively in comparison with
the CRN without channel reservation. This result confirms that
better retainability is achieved by selecting mode 2.

To achieve higher retainability, more channels should be
reserved in the R-CRN, according to the number of ongoing
sessions in the CRN. An ongoing session in the N-CRN needs
channel access in the R-CRN when it is interrupted due to PU
arrivals or channel failures if all other operational channels
are busy. Mode 1 follows this principle. This is most likely
to happen when the traffic load is high. Conversely, mode 2
may allocate channels to the R-CRN even when there is a low
demand for channel reservation. At a higher traffic load, the
number of channels in the R-CRN is reduced in mode 2 and
therefore the possibility of improving retainability diminishes.
For this reason, the retainability exhibits always a higher value
with mode 1 than with mode 2. Moreover, via SCR with a
higher number of reserved channels, it is able to provide higher
service retainability than in DCR since the number of channels
in the R-CRN is kept fixed and they are exclusively allocated
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Fig. 8. Retainability of SU and PU services as a function of the PU arrival
rate and channel failure rate when mode 1 is selected in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 9. Channel availability for PN and SN as a function of the PU arrival
rate. DCR indicates mode 1 in Algorithm 1.

to ongoing services [1]. However, SCR is not flexible and it
shows comparatively poorer performance in terms of channel
availability, as to be pointed out in the next subsection.

In Fig. 8, we investigate the retainability level of PU and
SU services with respect to different channel failure rates
and repair rates. As observed in the figure, higher channel
failure rates and lower channel repair rates lead to a decreased
retainability level. With a large λF , channels are more likely
to fail. With a lower µR, the channels have to stay for a
longer period of time as an unavailable (or a failed) channel.
Consequently, the number of idle channels in the network
diminishes and thus the retainability degrades. However, the
retainability level of PU services is always higher than that of
SU services owing to its channel access priority privileges.

C. Channel Availability

In Fig. 9, we evaluate the channel availability of PU and
SU services respectively considering different configurations.
In the presence of random channel failures, channel availability
reveals access opportunities upon PU and SU arrivals at
different traffic load levels. From this figure, it is clear that
the achieved channel availability decreases due to channel
reservation and the degree of degradation is proportional to
the number of reserved channels. If channel reservation is not
adopted, i.e., when R = 0, all channels would be available
for new services. Therefore, the scheme without channel
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Fig. 10. Channel availability for SUs as a function of the channel failure rate.

reservation always exhibits the highest availability for both
networks.

Fig. 9 shows also that the channel availability is significantly
influenced by the number of reserved channels in static reser-
vation more than in the DCR scheme. For instance, consider
SCR at λP = 15. The percentage of channel availability
reduction for SUs with R = 3 is 15.4% with respect to the
case of R = 2. On the other hand, the DCR scheme with
mode 1 achieves a percentage of channel availability reduction
for SUs as 5.3% for the case of Rmax = 2 with the same
configuration. The reason is as follows. Mode 1 intends to
assign a larger value for R when the ongoing traffic load in
the network becomes higher than a certain threshold, resulting
in better spectrum utilization. Fig. 9 illustrates further that the
PUs’ channel availability is higher than that of the SN. This
is due to the priority access of the PN, i.e., the ongoing SU
services could be preempted by an incoming PU, but not the
other way round.

Furthermore, the achievable channel availability for the SN
is reported in Fig. 10 considering different channel failure and
recovery rates. As expected, with a higher channel failure rate,
channel availability tends to monotonically decrease due to
lack of idle channels. In this study, channel availability for SU
services, AS , is given by AS = 1 − PBS where PBS denotes
the blocking probability. When a few number of channels is
reserved, i.e., at smaller values of R, more channel access
opportunities can be given to the new users. Consequently,
the channel availability becomes higher. On the other hand,
with a higher channel repair rate, fewer PU and SU services
are blocked. This is because that, when µR is higher, the failed
channels are recovered shortly and become idle again, leading
to increased channel access opportunities for new users.

As expected, the achieved channel availability for new SU
services becomes higher if mode 2 is selected. On the other
hand, selecting mode 2 leads to a lower retainability level
in the DCR algorithm. This result indicates a need for an
assessment of the tradeoff between the new users’ channel
availability and the ongoing services’ retainability. The NUP-
based channel reservation algorithm presented in Section VII
provides an insight regarding this tradeoff.
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D. Network Unserviceable Probability

Fig. 11 confirms that NUP increases with a higher channel
failure rate. Moreover, DCR schemes generally outperform the
SCR scheme in terms of the NUP. To illustrate this, let us
consider the scheme “Mode 2 with Rmax = 4”. At λF = 0.1,
the network’s NUP is only 0.23. Under the same configuration,
the network experiences a higher NUP with static reservation
when R ≥ 2. Compared with mode 2, the NUP of SUs
increases by 13% if the static scheme with R = 2 is employed.
This percentage becomes 39% and 73% for static channel
reservation with R = 3 and R = 4 respectively. Even though
DCR reduces NUP considerably, the channel access schemes
without channel reservations cannot be outperformed in terms
of NUP for the arrival rates of PU and SU services used in
Fig. 11. However, by employing mode 2, SUs experience lower
NUP compared with DCR with mode 2.

Another important observation regarding the NUP perfor-
mance of the SN can be found in Fig. 12. This figure depicts
the NUP of SU services, as a function of the PU arrival
rate. In the DCR algorithm presented in Subsection III-A,
channel allocation to the R-CRN is controlled based on the
ongoing traffic load. Therefore, the NUP performance of SUs
is sensitive to the traffic arrival rate. The results presented
in Fig. 12 indicate that, under certain traffic loads, channel
reservation provides better performance than the CRN without
channel reservations. For instance, when λP < 7, the best
NUP performance is observed under the DCR scheme with
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TABLE III
TRANSITIONS FROM A GENERIC STATE x = (in, jn, ir, jr, f1, f2) OF THE CHANNEL ACCESS SCHEME UPON

Type 1 CHANNEL FAILURES AND REPAIRS: PU PRIORITY VARIATION I.

Event Destination State Tran. rate Conditions
9. Idle channel fails due to a first
type failure. (in, jn, ir, jr, f1 + 1, f2) (M −B(x))λF1 B(x) < M.

10. An occupied channel fails due
to a Type 1 failure. An idle channel
exists in the CRN.

(in, jn, ir, jr, f1 + 1, f2) (B(x)− F )λF1 F < B(x) < M.

11. An occupied channel fails due
to a Type 1 failure. No idle chan-
nels exist in the CRN. An SUN is
forced to terminate.

(in, jn − 1, ir, jr, f1 +1, f2) (M − F )λF1 B(x) =M ;F < M ; jn > 0

12. An occupied channel fails due
to a Type 1 failure. No idle chan-
nels exist in the CRN. A PUN is
forced to terminate.

(in − 1, jn, ir, jr, f1 +1, f2) (M − F )λF1 B(x) =M ;F < M ; jn = 0; in > 0.

13. An occupied channel fails due
to a Type 1 failure. No idle chan-
nels exist in the CRN. An SUR is
forced to terminate.

(in, jn, ir, jr − 1, f1 +1, f2) (M − F )λF1 B(x) =M ;F < M ;Bn(x) = 0; jr > 0.

14. An occupied channel fails due
to a Type 1 failure. No idle chan-
nels exist in the CRN. A PUR is
forced to terminate.

(in, jn, ir − 1, jr, f1 +1, f2) (M − F )λF1

B(x) = M ;F < M ;Bn(x) = jr =
0; ir > 0.

15. A failed channel due to a Type
1 failure is repaired. (in, jn, ir, jr, f1 − 1, f2) f1µR1 f1 > 0.

For the activities corresponding to user arrivals and departures, refer to the events numbered 1 to 8 in Table I. The only
modification required in those events is the replacement of the final element, f , in each state by f1, f2.
The notations AR and DP indicate an arrival event and a departure event respectively. An SU service and a PU service in the
N-CRN are denoted as SUN and PUN respectively. An SU service and a PU service in the R-CRN are denoted as SUR and
PUR respectively. Denote Bn(x) = in + jn, Br(x) = ir + jr , B(x) = Bn(x) +Br(x) + F , where F = f1 + f2.

R = 0, i.e., without any channel reservation. However, once
λP > 11, the network experiences the highest NUP without
channel reservation. The reason for this result is explained
below considering the joint effect of channel availability and
service retainability.

When the PU traffic load is low, forced terminations of SU
services do not happen with higher probabilities. However,
once some channels are reserved, a new user could be blocked
even though there are vacant channels available in the R-CRN.
This leads to a significant increase of the NUP in the channel
reservation scheme because of high blocking probabilities.
Contrarily, at heavier PU traffic loads, the ongoing SU services
are interrupted by PU arrivals and thus the forced termination
probability of SUs increases. With reserved channels, those
forced terminations can be alleviated and therefore the net-
work could avoid potential capacity losses, leading to a low
NUP. Unlike in the channel reservation enabled networks, the
CRNs without channel reservation cannot protect ongoing SU
services at higher PU traffic loads. Consequently, the NUP
for those systems exhibits a large value. In brief, it can be
concluded that the proposed DCR helps to reduce the NUP
in a CRN when λP is higher. However, it is recommended to
limit the number of reserved channels a low arrival rates.

VI. MODELING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS UNDER
HETEROGENEOUS CHANNEL FAILURES

As wireless networks may interconnect with each other un-
der diverse environments, different types of failures may hap-
pen. Consequently, some failures may occur more frequently

than others and some failed channels may be recovered faster
than others. By considering these factors, we develop in this
section a failure model which consists of two types of channel
failures in order to investigate the effect of heterogeneous
failures on the performance of the studied multi-channel error-
prone CRN.

A. CTMC Model for Heterogeneous Failures in CRNs with
Reserved Spectrum

The CTMC model presented in Section IV is extended to
model the heterogeneous failure types. Consider two types
of failures which have distinct failure rates and repair rates.
Let the failure rate and the repair rate of a channel for
Type 1 failure be λF1 and µR1 respectively. Similarly those
values for Type 2 failure will be λF2 and µR2 . Let S be
the set of feasible states in the CTMC model. The states
of the CTMC model corresponding to the proposed DCR
based spectrum access scheme are then represented by x =
(in, jn, ir, jr, f1, f2) where terms f1 and f2 represent the
number of failed channels in the CRN due to the first and
second failure types respectively. Term B(x) which represents
the sum of the occupied and failed channels in the whole CRN
becomes B(x) = Bn(x) + Br(x) + F where F = f1 + f2,
Bn(x) = in + jn and Br(x) = ir + jr as mentioned in the
homogeneous channel failure case.

The corresponding state transition table is obtained by
updating Table I with necessary modifications. In Table III,
we list the updated state transitions numbered 9 to 15 for
Type 1 failures. Note that the first 8 events are the same as
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Fig. 13. Capacity and service retainability of the SN in the presence of
heterogeneous channel failures when λF1

= 0.1 and λF2
= 0.01. The solid

lines and the dashed lines represent the numerical results corresponding to
mode 1 and mode 2 respectively.

listed in Table I, but we need to replace the final element, f ,
of each state by f1, f2. Similarly, the transitions for Type 2
failures can be obtained, however, they are not listed here. In
order to accommodate heterogeneous failure in Algorithm 1,
the only update that needs to be done is located in Line 1 and
Line 2 of Algorithm 1. Accordingly, the expressions in Line 1
and Line 2 should be changed as

Line 1: Φ = (in + jn + ir + jr)/(M − (f1 + f2)) and

Line 2: NAvail = M − (in + jn + ir + jr + (f1 + f2))

respectively, in Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the corresponding
equations which represent the forced termination rates of SU
and PU services due to channel failures in the heterogeneous
case are obtained as

R
′

S = (λF1
+ λF2

)
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M ; ((jn>0) or
(Bn(x)=0; jr>0))

(M − F )π(x) (17)

and

R
′

P = (λF1 + λF2)
∑
x∈S

B(x)=M ; ((jn=0; in>0) or
(Bn(x)=0; jr=0; ir>0))

(M − F )π(x).

(18)
The other expressions which represent the PU/SU capacity,
blocking probability, NUP and retainability are the same as in
the homogeneous failure case.

B. Numerical Results with Heterogeneous Failure Rates

The numerical results presented in this subsection are ob-
tained for a CRN with M = 6 channels and Rmax = 2.

1) Capacity and retainability: In Fig. 13, the capacity and
the retainabilty of SUs are studied when two types of channel
failures exist, with the failure rates, λF1

= 0.1 and λF2
= 0.01

respectively. Here we assume that a Type 2 failure occurs 10
times slower than a Type 1 failure. In other words, channel
failures occur at a rate of 0.11 failure per time unit and that
0.1/0.11= 10/11 is the fraction of all failures being Type 1 (i.e.,
10 out of 11). Relevant to this assumption, a Type 1 failure
could happen due to path loss, multi-path fading or shadowing,
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Fig. 14. The NUP as a function of λF1/µR1 and λF2/µR2 . The numerical
results are corresponding to mode 1 in Algorithm 1 when λP = λS = 2
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= 0.5 and λF1
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at
each point on the mesh grid. Moreover, the ranges of parameters are 0.05 ≤
λF1
≤ 0.12, 0.01 ≤ λF2

≤ 0.045 and 0.04 ≤ µR2
≤ 0.45.

while hardware or power failures, which are unlikely to happen
often, could be represented by Type 2 failures.

The performance of SUs is shown in Fig. 13 under different
configurations of channel repair rates. Consider a reference
configuration when µR1 = 0.5, µR2 = 0.1. As illustrated
in this figure, the achieved capacity is increased with a
higher repair rate in both working modes. The percentage of
increments is approximately 18% and 12% for mode 1 and
mode 2 respectively, given that λP = 12 when the repair rate
of a failed channel due to Type 1 failure is doubled. If we
now double the repair rate of Type 2 failed channels instead
of Type 1, the above mentioned percentage increments become
14% and 10% for mode 1 and mode 2 respectively. Therefore,
it is observed that the effect of an increased repair rate is
more evident for failures with higher failure rates. From a
retainability point of view, this observation appears to be valid.

As we observed with the homogeneous channel failures, the
retainability of SU services shows higher values in mode 1.
Furthermore, the figure depicts that the retainability of services
can be improved with higher channel repair rates. When µR1

or µR2
is raised, the frequency of recovering failed channels

becomes higher and consequently there exists a comparatively
larger number of available channels in the network. Then
the interrupted ongoing SU services can find channel access
opportunities more easily, leading to higher retainability.

2) Network unserviceable probability: In order to investi-
gate the effect of heterogeneous channel failures on the NUP
performance of CRNs, we illustrate the numerical results for
the NUP for both PU and SU services in Fig. 14. As expected,
the NUP of the PN is always lower than that of the SN,
owing to the channel access priority of the PN. We observe
also that a higher channel failure rate leads to a raise of the
NUP for both services. However the rate of the increase of
the NUP highly depends on the failure type characteristics.
The two failure types considered in Fig. 14 have different
failure and repair rates. Those values are configured to satisfy,
α = λF1

/µR1
= λF2

/µR2
where α denotes the ratio between

the failure rate to the repair rate of a channel. Note that, at
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Algorithm 2: NUP-based algorithm for identifying an optimal
Rmax.

Input: M : Total number of channels in the CRN
Input: QS |Rmax=k, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · : NUP of SU services

when Rmax = k is configured in Algorithm 1.
Input: A : Parameter which constraints the amount of spectrum

to be reserved where A > 1.
Input: (QS)max : Maximum tolerable NUP for SUs
Output: ROPT

max : The optimal value of Rmax

[1] Calculate Ra = bM
A
c

[2] if (QS)max ≤ QS |Rmax=0 then
[3] ROPT

max = 0
[4] else if QS |Rmax=0 < (QS)max ≤ QS |Rmax=1 then
[5] ROPT

max = 1
[6] else if QS |Rmax=1 < (QS)max ≤ QS |Rmax=2 then
[7] ROPT

max = 2
[8] · · ·
[9] else if QS |Rmax=k−1 < (QS)max ≤ QS |Rmax=k then

[10] ROPT
max = k

[11] · · ·
[12] else if QS |Rmax=Ra−1 < (QS)max ≤ QS |Rmax=Ra then
[13] ROPT

max = Ra

[14] else
[15] ROPT

max = Ra

[16] end

each point on the mesh grid, λF1
> λF2

and µR1
> µR2

.
In generally, a network that has a higher channel repair rate
would be available for users for a longer period than a network
with a lower channel repair rate.

Moreover, the advantage of higher repair rates would be
dominated by higher failure rates, as can be observed in
Fig. 14. Interestingly, although the repair rate of Type 1 failures
is higher than that of Type 2 failures, the rate of the increase of
NUP is more significant in Type 1 failures when the ratio, α, is
increased. This fact can be clearly observed from the gradient
of the NUP mesh plot with respect to each axis representing
the ratio, α. The reason is explained as follows. The rate of
occurring Type 1 failures is twice (or more) as higher as that
of the second type. Therefore, the time between failures tends
to be shorter in Type 1 failures. That is, the network with
Type 1 failures cannot be serviceable for a longer period of
time even though the failed channels are recovered shortly.
Accordingly, we conclude that, the failure type with a higher
repair rate does not necessarily provide better performance in
terms of the NUP since the failure rates would also influence
the duration of channel available period.

VII. IDENTIFYING THE OPTIMAL Rmax FOR DCR
Identifying an optimized upper bound for the number of

reserved channels in the DCR algorithm is also important since
there is a tradeoff between channel availability and service
retainability as pointed out earlier. In this section, we propose
an NUP-based algorithm to identify the optimal Rmax which
guarantees a bounded NUP for the network.

Algorithm 2 is proposed to obtain the optimal upper bound
for the number of reserved channels, denoted as ROPTmax

in the R-CRN for a given NUP constraint. Note that, the
algorithm can be extended to calculate ROPTmax also for any
other performance metric mentioned in Section IV. The NUP
constraint in this algorithm means that the system should
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Fig. 15. The optimal value of Rmax that can be allocated in Algorithm 1
when mode 1 is selected in order to have a guaranteed NUP for the SN given
that M = 8 and A = 2.5. The results shown in sub-figure (b) are obtained
based on the NUP performance shown in sub-figure (a).

guarantee the NUP of SU services always being below a
certain threshold level given by (QS)max while achieving the
highest possible retainability for SU services. In this algorithm,
a CRN consisting of M channels is considered where no
more than bMA c channels could be reserved. Here A > 1
is a parameter which constraints the amount of spectrum to
be reserved. Herein, we determine ROPTmax while investigating
the impact of λP on the optimal solution. This optimization
problem may also be formulated as

maximizeRmax=0,1,··· ,bMA c
θS

subject to: QS ≤ (QS)max.
(19)

Configure respectively the maximum tolerable NUP for
SUs as (QS)max = 0.40, λF1 = 0.01, λF2 = 0.005,
µR1

= 0.5, µR2
= 0.1, M = 8 and A = 2.5. As observed

in Fig. 15(a), QSU can be maintained below 40% even when
Rmax = 3 if λP ≤ 5.4. Therefore, in order to fulfill the
requirement of maintaining a higher retainability level, ROPTmax

should be 3 when λP ≤ 5.4. However, if the PU arrival rate
appears in the range of 5.4 < λP < 5.9, the system should
not allocate Rmax = 3 since SUs experience an NUP greater
than 40%. Instead Rmax = 2 can guarantee the required NUP
in that range. In general, when λP becomes higher, the NUP
of SU services rises owing to the access priority of PUs. To
keep the NUP below the threshold level, the network has to
reduce Rmax. Similarly, through the analysis of the curves
obtained from Fig. 15(a), the value of ROPTmax which satisfies
the given conditions can be obtained for a given range of λP .
The obtained numerical results are illustrated in Fig. 15(b) for
different values of (QS)max.

VIII. DCR WITH HIGHER PN ACCESS PRIVILEGE

In this section, we further develop two additional variations
of the proposed channel access scheme which give higher
access privilege to PUs in the considered CRN. These two
variations are slightly modified from the DSA scheme (varia-
tion I) presented earlier, and they are referred to as PU’s partial
priority (PPP) and PU’s full priority (PFP) respectively.
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A. PPP and PFP

Unlike the initial DSA scheme, both PPP and PFP grant a
newly arriving PU access privilege also in the R-CRN. The
main features of these two new flavors of the access scheme
are listed as follows, while the other principles are the same
as in PU priority variation I of the DSA scheme presented in
Section III:
• In both PPP and PFP, a newly arriving PU is allowed to

access channels in the R-CRN and an ongoing PU service
has higher priority than all other SU services if a channel
failure happens;

• In PPP, an ongoing SU service in the R-CRN will not be
forced to terminate upon new PU arrivals;

• In PFP, however, a PU arrival can preempt ongoing SU
services from both the N-CRN and the R-CRN.

B. PPP and PFP Performance under Hybrid Traffic Types

Consider now two types of SU flows, i.e., elastic
traffic and real-time SU traffic, denoted by ESU and RSU
respectively. Once a channel failure occurs, an already
commenced PU services has higher priority than all other
SU services in PPP and PFP. With respect to SU services,
an already commenced RSU service would have higher
priority than an already commenced ESU. Correspondingly,
the order of priority defined in Subsection III-B5 is
updated as PL(PUR−CRN ) > PL(PUN−CRN ) >
PL(RSUR−CRN ) > PL(RSUN−CRN ) >
PL(ESUR−CRN ) > PL(ESUN−CRN ) for both variations.

As shown in Fig. 16(a), with PFP, the network achieves ap-
proximately 20% improvement of the SU service retainability
at a cost of 3% SU capacity reduction, given that Rmax = 2
and λP = 5.5. Note that in the PFP variation the capacity of
the PN is the same as the one obtained without reservation.
Therefore a tradeoff exists between the SU retainability and
the SU capacity in this case. On the other hand when the
PPP variation is employed, the SN achieves approximately
30% improvement of the service retainability at a cost of 6%
PU capacity loss with the same configuration, as illustrated in
Fig. 16(b). In this case, the PUs have to sacrifice their capacity

in order to maintain a high service completion rate for SUs.
From Fig. 16(b), it is also evident that the retainability of
ESUs increases faster than that of RSUs’ thanks to dynamic
channel reservation and spectrum access. In other words, more
ESUs may survive even though PUs are active and RSUs have
higher priority upon the occurrence of channel failures.

Finally, based on the performance of the DSA scheme with
various flavors, an operator may decide which variation to
adopt. The initial variation is recommended when the rate of
PU arrivals is not high. If a PN demands a higher QoS level at
high PU arrival rates, the PFP variation is preferable. On the
other hand, the PPP variation may apply to scenarios where
both PNs and SNs have flexible QoS requirements.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a dynamic spectrum access
scheme with channel reservation which enhances the SU per-
formance in error-prone CRNs, in terms of service retainability
and network unserviceable probability. The proposed DSA
scheme enables flexible channel sharing among PUs and SUs
in the context of licensed shared access. An embedded dy-
namic channel reservation algorithm associated with the DSA
scheme can dynamically configure the number of reserved
channels depending on the channel occupancy and channel
failure status. Through CTMC modeling and simulations, we
demonstrate the benefits brought by the DSA scheme and
study the tradeoffs among various parameters at diverse traffic
loads and under homogeneous and heterogeneous channel
failures. Although channel reservation may not be needed with
low PU activities and at very low channel failure rates, a
DSA scheme with an optimally allocated number of reserved
channels is recommended for QoS provisioning. Furthermore,
an operator may select an appropriate access privilege level
for their PUs when employing such a DSA scheme which
facilitates multiple PU access priorities.
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